The cytogenetic scenario of chronic myeloid leukemia.
The Philadelphia chromosome (Ph), i.e., the reciprocal translocation t(9;22)(q34;q11), is found with great specificity in bone marrow cells from patients with chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). Variant Ph-producing translocations, seen in 5-10% of all patients, are all complex and involve the same molecular rearrangement as the regular t(9;22). Patients with classic and variant Ph-producing translocations are clinically and hematologically identical, and as a group differ from Ph-negative CML patients. In all patient groups, the occurrence of additional chromosome changes is an ominous sign indicating that disease progression is imminent. The chromosome changes occurring in excess of the Ph in CML are clearly nonrandom and two pathways of cytogenetic evolution may be distinguished. Major route changes comprise trisomy 8, i(17q), trisomy 19, and an extra Ph; totally, 71% of Ph-positive CML patients have at least one of these four major route changes. Six minor route changes, including five numerical abnormalities (-7, -17, +17, +21, and -Y) but also one structural aberration, t(3;21) (q26;q22), have been identified. At least one of these changes is found in 15% of all Ph-positive CML cases. Altogether, the four major route aberrations and the six minor route changes are present as part of the clonal evolution in 86% of CML with cytogenetic abnormalities in addition to the Ph chromosome.